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SWAN Americas Alliance Partnerships Group Call 
Held Nov. 29th, 2021 

 
Guest Presentation #1 on “Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act: Funding for Smart Water 
Initiatives”, Mike Beardslee, Director of Technology Services (Loudoun Water) 

 
● Some consultancy background, but has spent past 15 years at Loudoun Water 
● Bill has now passed (effective Nov 15th): We can expect $55 billion for clean drinking 

water; $50 billion for resilience and western water storage. Sizeable funding opportunity 
coming to US utilities. This is of $1.2 Trillion in the entire act. Most of this is on drinking 
water and wastewater. 

○ 5-year planning horizon for funds to be spent (2022-2026 inclusive) 
○ Lower amounts to be allocated in 2022, then incremental increase (funding type 

dependent) 
● Focus is on ideas for this funding and how utilities can best approach this. Forward looking 

approach + things to look out for. Keys to success if pursuing funding from 
utility/vendor/partner perspective 

● Breakdown of some different investments: 
 

● Some is existing legislation and this is an add-on to 
● But bulk is wastewater state revolving funds (SRF) and drinking water SRF - equal 

amounts 
● Some are nearly free with some 10% state matching requires 

● $15 billion for lead service line replacement (no state match required); significant 
area of focus; not only for infrastructure pat only, but also identifying and tracking 
replacement progress (brings in different smart water technologies) 

● On emerging contaminants focus, PFAS will continue to be major focus area 
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● Funds and grants: 
○ State revolving loans and grants (state is responsible for administering; collecting 

payments and loaning it out); different POCs at each state. 
■ Recommendation: Reach out to state administrator if interested in this funding 

○ Understand the procurement process 
○ Every state is different 
○ EPA is still developing criteria 
○ Plan for administrative overhead, as some lead time may be needed 

■  There is process to qualify for federal funding, to receive it,track it, to procure 
items under it, audit, reporting requirements 

■ This opened our eyes at Loudoun regarding how much time this really 
takes; it is worth it, but familiarize yourself with this process. Lot on 
procurement teamsand those administering specific funded projects 

 
● Keys to Success: 

 

● Link to plan: How does this fit to framework of business, CIPs, operating budgets, 
master plans, etc. - set our priorities to help allocate funding 

● Traditional infrastructure: can embed digital solutions into it 
○ Ex. Loudoun Water: expansion of WW treatment plant; planning to use 

AI/ML to operate the plant to determine which adjustments they need to 
make on a daily basis (chemical doses, etc.) 

○ Rationale: Permit limits are so stringent; will be very hard to handle this 
manually w/ operator 

● Business and technology should work together, but still be business-led: “51% owned by 
business; 49% by technology” 

○ Make sure are these stakeholders are participating in your projects 
● We have embraced building an innovation program 

○ Define a purposeful, defined innovation program to adopting innovation not only in 
digital, also some treatment technologies 

○ Focused on building culture of innovation and program to evaluate which tech we 
want to adopt and which fit our risk profile 

● Asset management/R&R, resilience ,sustainable and cybersecurity: key areas of focus 
within Act (specific criteria addresses these); tie your programs to these areas 
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● Two additional keys: 
○ Vendors: Mitigate supply chain issues; seeing this happen across the globe (i.e. in 

semiconductor space); ex. if expecting a backlog, need to set expectations with 
customers. Have capacity to deliver on new projects when funding does become 
available . Plan ahead to have this capacity, not only from product but project 
delivery perspective as well. 

○ Utility: Server ready projects. What is ready to take off; ex. Have defined 
requirements and link to programs. These will be good ones to target for next year 
(low hanging fruit). 

 
● Cybersecurity Zoom-In: 

 

● Challenges in smart water space (and others such as IoT solutions, cloud, 
etc.) have cybersecurity immaturities: both weakness and opportunity 

● Close these gaps before we see an influx of demand for products 
● Utilities want to ensure that vendors have secured their supply chain 
● Certification and standards: ex. In case of data center - we want to see data 

certification, but not enough to just say that; may not mean that your application is 
secure 

● SIG/SIG-Lite becoming more common (to fill out a ‘Standard Information Gathering’ 
to allow owners to assess the status of cybersecurity). Have seen vendors struggle 
with this and challenging to provide this information. 

 
Guest Presentation #2 on “Enabling and Proving Climate Performance in W/WW Infrastructure 
Systems”, Chris Rezendes, Chief Business Officer (Spherical Analytics) 

● Parent company: Context Labs; Spherical Analytics is the environmental subsidiary 
● We are a software company, an “Enterprise data factory”, essentially a platform that 

enables climate accounting to reach same level of maturity and resolution as other 
systems of record (i.e. Financial, IT, OT, etc.) 

● Extension of those systems of record and prepare data for disclosure 
● Will focus on data as an assist, need for disclosure, why is it needed (beyondcompliance) 
● This is relevant for utilities (both public and private), vendors, investors, etc. 

○ Disclosing is essential not only for environmental claims, but also for needed financing 
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● Partnered with Cisco on Country Innovation Accelerators 
● Sharing a few ideas on how data can become a strategic, critical operational financial, and 

climate assert for a public or private operator 
○ Business in energy, water transportation, etc. Why is data so critical? 

● Significant growth in velocity, variety, and validity in climate risks 
●  Asset owners and operators leverage climate resilience and prove that performance - they 

will have better access to capital (strong balance sheet = fulfill mission of public 
responsibilities, but differentiate when it matters most (for ex. Grants, private capital, project 
finance) 

● Now and future is about climate performance and mitigating climate physical risks (acute, 
chronic, now) 

 

 
● Climate risks is still often referred to as externality; we would argue that this externality 

is now intimate 
● Think of this as the E of ESG 

○ Major concern for boards of public utilities worldwide 
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● Looking to understand climate risks, performance and opportunities of the assets they invest in 
● Carbon footprint, water footprint, biodiversity will continue to be important KPIs 
● Not only meeting the public mission of regulatory compliance and water supply/service. 

Utilities will need to prove climate performance. 
● “Show Me Era” - show me the performance of assert to satisfy buyers, lenders andinvestors 

○ We should be moving beyond the model-based estimates (not showing up to 
scrutiny) and towards direct, measured and verifiable models (ground-truth data; 
machine data from sensors on or near your assets) 

 
 

● Two third of losses in insurance claims could have been avoided if assets were better 
managed 

 
Open questions on data as an asset: 
● Sensor data: how much you have, how do you manage it, how you may be disclosing it 

today for teams internally, how are you sharing it externally for reporting requirements 
● If you had data enabling performance and treated it as an asset, and you were able to 

harden it and enrich it, you could then disclose it beyond compliance (i.e. risk of hacking 
would be mitigated, etc.) 

● Think how ground-truth data sources - not only source to enable Performance internally 
but to prove that performance externally 

● Ex. worked with a wastewater entity in New England with 27 different instrumentation 
systems to manage infrastructure. They were able to prove their ability to predict and 
respond to precipitation; helped them achieve a reduction in discharge to precipitation 
ratios. Data moved across the field to the business package. 
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● Prove correlation btw municipal management of asset and contribution to these 
outcomes, could lewd tro reduction in interest rates in financing 

● Both commercial and capital markets are demanding this type of intelligence at higher 
frequency and higher resolution 

 
Consolidated Q/A from both presentations: 

● Shirley Ben-Dak (SWAN Forum): Mike, are you considering funding opportunities 
here for new projects or existing projects? 

○ Mike (Loudoun Water): Pretty mature capital spending program; wouldn’t 
necessarily be for new ones, but could allow us to move more quickly. Helps us 
with financing programs over the long-term and potentially even tastes if we can 
take advantage of this funding. 

 
● Chris (Spherical Analytics): Mike, are you seeing cyber resilience increasing as a 

requirement to secure funding from the various sources that you reviewed? I noted you 
elevated this as part of an asset owner /operator selecting suppliers, but, what about on the 
financing side? My perspective is that it’s fundamental to prove cyber resilience from all 
aspects. Can this capital attest to a focus not only on water management, but also data 
management? 

○ Mike (Loudoun Water): Most pressure will come from the utilities themselves. 
More mature ones have more focus on cyber and resilience - these are critical for 
both new and existing solution integration. Pressure is put on vendors to ensure 
their products/services are cyber mature. This will continue.One area of focus I am 
seeing is purchasing cyber security insurance. Premiums are skyrocketing due to 
ransomware; utilities are looking to get a better handle on this; Even with this 
insurance/riders, what you do to qualify is more stringent; harder to get these 

○ Mary Smith (Water Research Foundation): Cybersecurity credentials are 
increasingly more important for insurance, particularly if an entity has already been 
through an attack. 

 
● Ting Lu (Clean Water Services): Mike, you mentioned you are using ML for a large 

project, how do you mitigate the risk? Does funding require some sort of assurance for 
these types of ML projects? Lots of these works/projects require validation. 
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○ Mike (Loudoun Water): That particular WW treatment plan project I referenced 
won’t likely leverage federal funding (this project is operating according to a 10 
year horizon and is planning phase); it will mitigate risk by piloting (in process); not 
only ML to mitigate risks, but other ways such as nutrient credits, WW allocation 
agreements with neighboring agencies and deploying other technologies. 

 
● Juan Gamarra (Specific Energy): Mike, for smaller utilities, where should they start with 

IT security requirements for data driven software. You mentioned insurance requirements 
would be a great start. Any more resources you recommend they can look into? 

○ Mike (Loudoun Water): There isn’t a simple answer or a single resource that I can 
point to, but can offer the below links/resources. I’m also happy to answer any 
follow up questions. 

 
In general, water and wastewater utilities should adopt the NIST Cybersecurity Framework 
when developing their cybersecurity programs: https://www.gsa.gov/technology/technology- 
products-services/it-security/nist-cybersecurity-framework-csf 

 

AWWA provides some excellent cybersecurity resources for the water and wastewater 
industry: https://www.awwa.org/Resources-Tools/Resource-Topics/Risk- 
Resilience/Cybersecurity-Guidance 

 

Some common cybersecurity standards/certifications/questionnaires that IT solution providers 
should be able to demonstrate compliance with are: 

● SSAE-18 SOC2 (for data center operations): 
https://us.aicpa.org/interestareas/frc/assuranceadvisoryservices/sorhome. 
html 

● Cloud Security Alliance (for cloud applications; this one is still gaining 
traction): https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/ 

● FedRAMP (for federal cloud solution providers): https://www.fedramp.gov/ 
● OWASP (standards for secure web application development): https://owasp.org/ 
● SIG and SIG-Lite (Standardized Information Gathering security questionnaires for vendors; 

requires 
$): https://sharedassessments.org/about-sig/ 

 

Two resources for developing and reviewing technology contracts: 
1. The Tech Contracts Handbook (I’ve read this one, it’s pretty accessible): 

1. https://www.amazon.com/Tech-Contracts-Handbook-Agreements- 
Businesspeople/dp/1641058536/ref=sr_1_12?keywords=technology+contract+mana 
gemen t&qid=1638571312&sr=8-12 

2. A Guide to IT Contracting (this looks similar, perhaps more tool oriented): 
1. https://www.amazon.com/Guide-Contracting-Checklists-Tools-Techniques- 

ebook/dp/B08YF62HBS/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=technology+contracting&qid=163857 
1148&s r=8-4&asin=B08YF62HBS&revisionId=&format=4&depth=1 

 

Here are some security requirements that my organization uses when evaluating a new IT solution. 
Some of these are situational. 

● The vendor shall have an active security program and policies, and be able to provide 
evidence of the program and policies uponrequest. 

● The vendor shall provide a security and communications architecture diagram, detailing 
data flows, connections, ports, protocols, applications, network connections/segmentation, 
etc. 

● The solution shall be a single tenant environment, with fully dedicated (virtual, if 
applicable) application instance, storage, server, and network resources. 
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● The solution shall meet the following security standards/have the following security 
certifications: 
<INSERT SSAE-18 SOC 2, CSA STAR, FedRAMP. . .depends on solution>. Include OWASP 
for web applications; include CSA STAR for larger cloud providers. 

● The solution shall be hosted in an SSA 18 (or successor standard) certified facility, and 
vendoragrees to provide type 2 or type 3 report upon request. 

● Vendor shall provide a current Cloud Security Alliance Consensus Assessment 
Initiative Questionnaire (CSA CAIQ) upon request. 

● Solution shall be patched on a regular schedule, not less than quarterly. 
● The solution shall be scanned on a regular schedule for vulnerabilities, not less than quarterly. 
● The solution shall be penetration tested by a 3rd party and have remedial action plans 

applied, not less than annually (quarterly preferred). 
● The provider shall conduct security audits at least once annually on the solution environment. 
● The solution shall have continuous network and appliance monitoring to detect 

unauthorized or malicious activity (e.g. a SIEM). 
● The solution shall have role-based logins and profiles. 
● The solution shall encrypt data in transit. 
● The solution shall encrypt data at rest. 
● The solution shall not transmit password in clear/plain text. 
● The solution shall encrypt all HTTP traffic using TSL. 
● The vendor shall have an incident (security breach) response plan, and agrees to share the 

plan with Loudoun Water upon request. 
● The vendor agrees to notify Loudoun Water within 1 hour of detecting a breach, and to 

Loudoun Water's customers within 4 hours. 
● The vendor shall have cybersecurity insurance, including coverage for credit monitoring, for 

not less than $5 million. 
● The solution shall have a secondary offsite data repository (real-time backup/operationalnode). 
● The vendor shall not have computing resources or personnel for the solution that are 

located outside of the United States. 
● The solution shall utilize load balancing to ensure continuous service. 
● The SaaS solution shall support ADFS for Single Sign On. 
● The solution, if on premise, shall support Integrated Windows Authentication for SSO 

(SPNEGO, Kerberos, LDAP). 
● The solution shall support Microsoft AD connect for Single Sign On. 
● The solution shall support SAML. 
● The solution shall support multifactor authentication. 
● The solution shall have a self-service password reset feature, if password other than 

network password is used. 
● The solution shall not require additional client software to be installed on a client 

machine. (This doesn't apply to many solutions; evaluate). 
● Firewall ports and server ports shall be locked down to explicitly deny unauthorized traffic. 
● Microsoft Access shall not be used by the solution. 
● Client machines shall not be used to store data; all data must be stored and managed 

centrally by the solution. 
● The solution shall not require the install of older (non-current) versions of third-party 

software on client machines (e.g. old versions of Microsoft Office, old browser versions, 
old database versions, etc.) 

● The vendor shall include regular patches for the solution. 
● The solution shall not require software to be installed on client machines that runs as a 

service (e.g. SQL Express, IIS web server, are not permitted). 
 
*Note: these requirements do not cover legal terms/conditions (e.g. data ownership) or 
operations- oriented specifications such as backups, disaster recovery, SLAs, etc. 
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● Juan Gamarra (Specific Energy). Hi Chris, how do you recommend utilities fund the 
instrumentation? Most do not have instrumentation in place to create a digital twin to 
generatethe information needed to prove the validity for the next bond. Where do they 
start? 

○ Chris (Spherical Analytics): First, and most important: Utilities should start by 
considering their CURRENT level of instrumentation and if the data delivered by 
existing systems goes far enough to prove certain dimensions of climate 
performance. IF that data is available, then it might be bumped up against some 
public data about key impacts and outcomes that are tracked by one public entity or 
another. It is most important to note that a complete digital twin exercise is NOT a 
requirement. Second, and equally important, is tying the enabled performance, and 
the proof of that performance to operational, climate and financial outcomes -- noting 
that BOTH operational and climate performance outcomes can have direct and direct 
and indirect impacts on a utility's income statement (lower costs associated with 
fewer truck rolls for example) and balance sheet (lower interest rates on project 
finance and bond facilities). Third, look to State and Federal governments with their 
various seed through full funding programs for enabling climate and community 
resilience. Example: DHS is all-in on the new concept of Smart, Secure, Resilient 
Communities. They are investing in this through myriad programs, including, BRIC 
(Building Resilience in Infrastructure and Communities). Fourth, see the data from 
your proof of performance as the beginning of your 'Asset-Grade-Data' 
environmental attribute program. Markets for credits and offsets in carbon, water and 
more are growing fastest where the data supporting the proof of performance (the 
claim) has the strongest provenance and surety (folks can recognize and trust the 
data). Finally, always root your performance enablement and proof of performance 
programs -- the point of the data ultimately -- in prevailing standards. While you may 
be able to go deeper, and disclose BEYOND compliance to differentiate and 
maximize impact, you should ensure that your claims and reports and positions are 
anchored in prevailing standards. Key: Anchored in, but NOT limited by. Give your 
buyers, investors, lenders, etc. a familiar context within which to receive these new 
disclosures. All of this will reduce cost and risk of pursuing this path, enhance your 
performance, and expand your access to financial partners. 


